Indian kings. The voyage failed, though Eudoxus was sufficiently encouraged to attempt a second voyage on which he disappeared, never to be seen again. We are not told of the fate of his human cargo.s Although TaLLaUK"ptca could indicate either sex, given our later references, it seems clear that dancing girls are being referred to here. The story shows therefore that they were an established feature of the town well before the Imperial period.
Another feature of the story is the indication that the girls were normally slaves. This is born out by our later references. Of these Juvenal is the most explicit when he refers to the dancers as possessions, 'mancipia'. 6 Martial speaks of the 'ancilla', i.e. slave dancing girl, Telethusa, 'skilled at performing wanton gestures to Baetican castanets and dancing to Gaditane tunes',7 who was first sold and then bought back by her former master.8 The implication here is that the girl was a personal slave; however, it also seems that troupes of Gaditane dancing girls were owned to be hired out. Martial describing the typical low life of Rome lists among the sundry sausage sellers, etc., 'the wicked pimp from Cadiz'.9 Such a man would have catered to a low class market; however, more refined versions of the same product were also available. The Younger Pliny complaining good naturedly about Septicius Clarus' non-appearance at a dinner party, remarks that Septicius will suffer for his preference to attend others where a variety of exotic food and 'Gaditanae' are on offer.'0 Martial too, when making a virtue of his own poverty, remarks he can only offer a single flute player not a troupe of 'Gaditanae'.
The dancing girls therefore covered the entire social spectrum and were owned individually and as groups for hire. What, however, can we tell about the nature of the entertainment they offered? The dancing involved was of a highly erotic nature and apparently had a devastating effect on its audience. 12 The style of the dance itself appears to have been very similar to that of the present day belly dancers of the Middle East; one 'Gaditana' is said to 'so tremulously move her thighs, so alluringly gyrate'; 13 another description refers to 'Gaditanae' 'wantonly shaking without ceasing their lascivious loins in trained measure'.14 Finally it appears that a trembling descent to the floor, a common feature of belly dancing, normally known as the 'shimmy','5 was also practiced by the 'Gaditanae'. '6 The dancers used a form of castanet, or crusmata, as part of their performance. Martial The origins of the dancing are an intriguing question. As we have seen, the style is very similar to the belly dancing of the Near East. Garcia y Bellido thought that 'Gaditana' was a general reference to Andalucia as a whole,40 but apart from the reference to Baetican crusmata and Tartessian aera, all our references are to Cadiz itself; moreover, given the frequent identification of Tartessos with Cadiz in antiquity,41 this latter reference too may be specifically to Cadiz.
Cadiz was a Phoenician foundation, and it is noticeable that in antiquity the other area famous for this style of dancing was the East. Syrian dancing girls, or ambubaia, are frequently referred to in our sources.42 Automedon's praise of a dancing girl from Asia, who 'quivers from her tender finger tips in wicked postures',43 shows the similarity of the dance style. The connection is made explicit by a scholion on the passage of Juvenal quoted above. This explains the reference to 'Gaditanae' as 'that is to say "perhaps you are hoping that beautiful and delightful Syrian girls are going to dance" 
